
Rights of the Child 
Framework
The Rights and 
Responsibilities of Children

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation we will be able to share some of the great work that has been accomplished within the Diocese and CSBB that celebrates and ensures the culture within our organisation: promotes the Rights and Responsibilities of Children and places the safety of children first. When considering the development and implementation of child related programs, associated resources and applicable policies and procedures, all members of the Diocese are encouraged to reference this Framework, along with the National Principles of a Child Safe Organisation and the National Catholic Safeguarding Standards (which we’ll cover in the subsequent presentations)…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the Rights of the Child Framework, Diocese of Broken Bay? Tuesday 15 September 2020, Bishop Anthony launched a Rights of the Child Framework as an initiative of the Office for Safeguarding during Safeguarding Awareness Month.  It has been 30 years since Australia ratified the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, which identified the particular rights that apply to children and the rights that governments commit to upholding and protecting. These include the right to be educated, to grow in a healthy environment, to have a safe and loving home, to be clothed and fed, to be listened to and to be treated fairly. The convention protects children’s rights by setting standards in health care, education, legal, civil and social services.The Framework details these rights and extends to include the spiritual rights of the child. It outlines the commitment of the Diocese of Broken Bay to the child’s human and spiritual rights and aims to empower the leadership and culture of the Diocese to understand and practice these rights.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5&v=-U8dWeKYStk&feature=emb_logo


Promoting the Rights of the Child 

Bishop Randazzo Video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bishop Anthony made it a priority to express the spiritual rights alongside the natural rights identified by the United Nations. We are now going to watch a video with Bishop Anthony’s message about the Rights of the Child Framework, featuring our lovely students from St Leo’s and St Agatha’s.Play Bishop’s video. (click on image) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5&v=-U8dWeKYStk&feature=emb_logo (7:12)ORhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-U8dWeKYStk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-U8dWeKYStk


What does the Rights 
of the Child 

Framework say? 

• Champion Children’s Rights
• Virtues of compassion, 

solidarity and justice
• Children living in Australia 

have these rights 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turn to the Introduction page of the Framework. Page 5: lists the 9 Rights. OR https://mcusercontent.com/466af249e088db70ab864d088/files/eb8445ab-fbb8-4651-b085-93f2e089a2d0/SAFEGUARDING_CHILD_RIGHTS_POSTER_FINAL.pdf (PDF version of the poster (includes Spiritual aspect)By recognising that Australia is a signatory to the UN Convention, the Rights of the Child Framework, encourages us to use our positions of influence and moral authority to make a difference in children’s lives. By writing this framework, the commitment is cemented and all members of the Diocese are encouraged to commit to these minimum standards and understand how it can make a difference to the life of a child. This Framework also seeks to influence the Diocese’s culture associated with its governance and leadership. Child rights programming can impact the actions and decisions of leaders when addressing policies, procedures and services.



Understanding the Framework and the Rights of the Child

#1 – Children have the 
right to be treated fairly 
and equally

This right promotes that all 
adults should do what is in 
the best interest of the child –
What does this mean?

As school leaders, how do 
you enable this right in the 
work you do?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Understanding the Framework and the Rights)The framework not only addresses the Rights of the Child but also the responsibility of all adults to make the right possible for the child. There’s an emphasis not only on recognising that all children have rights, but ensuring that every child enjoys those rights. Not just to advocate for children’s rights, but to take concerted action that truly enables children and young people to thrive.This right promotes that adults should do what is in the best interest of the child. What does this mean? It means, taking into consideration the child’s age, development, culture and importantly their wishes. How would you know what their wishes were? By speaking to them – by ensuring their voices were heard, and that requires being able to understand the child. Which is why the Spirit of Understanding is important with this Right.  As leaders of your schools, how would you make a concerted effort to ensure this right exists at your school? Pause, wait for responses. Prompt if needed. What processes enable children to be treated fairly?Anyone have any practical examples? Things they are doing that works really well?Some practical examples: If there is a group of children in a class, they should all be treated the same. If you show special attention to some and not others, this clearly indicates inequality of attention or treatment. Similarly in a family situation…it does not go too well when one of the children consistently receives favouritism (this is where the conversation becomes interesting when cultural aspects are introduced).



Right of the Child

Adult responsibility
Spiritual Right

Relevant scripture

Articles of the UN 

Community response

Icon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 (understanding the Framework continued)Please Turn to Page 6. The format of each Right on the following pages of the framework is structured in exactly the same way as shown here for Right #1. (Talk through how the pages are structured)… Each page has: 1) The Right of the child: Right #1 – Children have the right to be treated fairly and equally.2) The Icon representing the Right3) The Adult responsibility: This right promotes that all adults should do what is in the best interest for children. 4) The Spiritual Right of understanding is stated clearly at the top.5) Relevant Scripture: This Christian value is supported by the scripture, as noted here….. Happy are those who observe justice, who do righteousness at all times. (Psalm 106:3).  6) Relevant Articles of the UN (read through if time, if not highlight the main points)Article 1 Everyone under 18 years of age has all the rights in this Convention.Article 2 The Convention applies to everyone whatever their race, religion, abilities, whatever they think or say, whatever type of family they come from. Article 3 All organisations concerned with children should work towards what is best for each child.Article 22 Children who come into a country as refugees should have the same rights as children are born in that country.Article 25 Children who are looked after by their local authority rather than their parents should have their situation reviewed regularly.Article 37 Children who break the law should not be treated cruelly. They should not be put in a prison with adults and should be able to keep in contact with their family.Article 40 Children who are accused of breaking the law should receive legal help. Prison sentences for children should only be used for the most serious offences. 7) Lastly, each Right will have a response from the Community. With this Right, the response has been from a Parish Priest. In some of the other Rights, the responses have been from students from CSBB schools, or young people in the care of CatholicCare. 



Responsibilities for 
Children & Young People

The poster provides children with a 
pathway of understanding of how 
they can contribute to experiencing 
the Rights of the Child in a positive 
manner and ultimately benefit from it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Responsibilities for Children and Young People) Bishop Anthony also wrote to the children & young people of the Diocese via the publication of the Rights of the Children and Young People Poster, shown here. Bishop Anthony states that it is his job to help protect the beauty and dignity that belongs to every person. The poster provides children with a pathway of understanding how they can contribute to experiencing the Rights of the Child in a positive manner and ultimately benefit from it.It is recommended that this poster is displayed in a suitable location in the school such as the school foyer or library etc. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also have The Rights and Responsibilities of Children booklets. These were released to the Primary Schools and an online version was sent to the High Schools. Bishop Anthony addresses the young members of the Diocese. He states, “Children have special rights because they are part of the human family. As a child you need to be cared for and protected.” He goes on to encourage children to seek help if ever they need. If they believe there is something more that is needed in raising awareness about these Rights, they are encouraged to write to him.  The rest of the book has artwork commissioned from various students throughout CSBB. A special mention goes to Tamara Hughes and previous Safeguarding Officer Marina Best who led this amazing project. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I’ve done with the remaining slides is presented the Rights of the Child Framework to the Diocese, on the left hand side, and on the right hand side I’ve show how that Right has been presented to the children and young people of CSBB. We won’t have time to go into each Right in detail, but you’ve been provided with the Framework and can read through the framework with your staff in staff meetings or how you see fit. (Right 1, we’ve discussed already)Children have the right to be treated fairly and equally and can do their part in being truthful and kind. Spirit of Understanding. Artwork from Jessica, Year 5 at St Mary’s Catholic Primary School & Rose, Yr 8 St Leo’s CC. 
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Presentation Notes
Understanding the Framework and the Rights of the Child (cont) Right #2: Children have the right to voice their thoughts when decisions are being made about them. Children can do their part by speaking confidently about their point of view and listening respectfully. Spirit of Right Judgement. 
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Presentation Notes
Understanding the Framework and the Rights of the Child (cont) Right #3: Children have the right to live and grow in a healthy and clean environment. It encourages children to be responsible for taking care of themselves and their environment. Spirit of Perseverance and endurance.
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Understanding the Framework and the Rights of the Child (cont) Right #4: Children have the right to find out information and express themselves. Responsibility is: They can do their part by finding out about things that will help them make good choices.When this happens, Spirit of DISCERNMENT is present
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Understanding the Framework and the Rights of the Child (cont) Right #5: Children have the right to be protected, no matter their ability, language, belief or who they are with. Children can do their part by supporting peers and being inclusive to all people.Spirit of wonder. 
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Understanding the Framework and the Rights of the Child (cont) Right #6: Children have the right to a safe and loving home with clothes to wear and food to eat. “I can do my part by sharing and giving to those in need when I can.”We have the spirit of LOVE when we display these behaviours
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Presentation Notes
Right #7: Children have the right to privacy to enjoy and protect their life story. Children can do their part by accepting who they are and respecting others and their story.”Spirit of COURAGE
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Presentation Notes
Understanding the Framework and the Rights of the Child (cont) Right #8: Children have the right to go to school and receive an education.Children are encouraged to do their part by being an attentive and active learner.Spirit: KNOWLEDGE 
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Presentation Notes
Understanding the Framework and the Rights of the Child (cont) Right #9: Children have the right to know who they are and where they come from. Responsibility: “I can do my part by being curious and open to my family origins.”Spirit: JOY



How can we integrate the Rights of the Child 
Framework into our work with children? 

What aspects of your work are these rights already in existence? 

What are the opportunities for promoting the Rights of the Child 
framework? 

Suggestions: 
* Focus on one of the Rights at each staff meeting
* Incorporate the Rights in lessons and school activities
* Encourage the participation of students in activities related to raising 

the awareness of the Rights of the Child Framework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Key Points from this presentation is to be aware of the Rights of the Child Framework and incorporate it in existing school activities. I’m sure that there are already great examples of where these Rights are championed and evidenced in the work you’re doing. You could also look at opportunities for promoting these Rights. Examples: Focus on 1 Right at each staff meeting, reflect on and/or discuss how its embedded in the culture of the school. Look at great practice examples and look at areas that need improvement. Think about relevant lessons where the Rights can be incorporated? For example Religion, Humanities & Social SciencesIf your school has Harmony Day celebrations, Right #9 could be used to discuss where children’s parents are from and the children are encouraged to celebrate their cultural heritage through the spirit of JOY.  Likewise with Aboriginal Cultural Awareness- knowing about the history of the First Nations people and the preservation of the cultural identity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children in our care.   



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And that concludes the presentations. Were there any questions or comments?



Office for Safeguarding (CSBB)

http://csochildprotection.weebly.com/
Phone: 9847 0618

http://csochildprotection.weebly.com/
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